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CONVEX VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS 
AND STATE CONSTRAINTS 
By 0. ALVAREZ, J.-M. LASRY (*) and P.-L. LIONS 
ABSTRACT. - We establish the convexity of a viscosity solution of some general second order fully nonlinear 
elliptic equation with state constraints boundary conditions. Our method combines a comparison principle with 
the observation that, under suitable assumptions, the convex envelope of the solution is a supersolution. This 
property relies on the characterization of the viscosity subjet of the convex envelope of a lower semicontinuous 
coercive function. The equation solved by the conjugate of a convex solution as well as partial convexity are 
topics we also discuss. 
Key words: Convexity, partial convexity, convex envelope, conjugate function, elliptic equation, fully nonlinear 
equation, viscosity solution, state constraints boundary condition. 
RBsuMB. - On ttablit la convexitt de solutions de viscositt d’equations elliptiques du second ordre, complttement 
non lineaires, avec contraintes d’etat au bord. Notre methode repose sur le principe de comparaison et sur 
l’observation que, sous des hypotheses convenables, l’enveloppe convexe d’une solution est une sursolution. 
Cette dernike propritte utilise une caracterisation du sous differentiel d’ordre deux (au sens de la thtorie des 
solutions de viscositt) de l’enveloppe convexe d’une fonction coercive, semicontinue inferieurement. Des questions 
connexes sont traittes, comme la convexitt partielle de solutions ou l’equation que doit verifier la conjuguee 
d’une fonction convexe. 
A.M.S. Classijication: 26 B 25, 35 J 60, 35 J 65, 35 B 99, 49 L 25. 
Introduction 
The main goal of this paper is to present a new method for establishing the convexity 
of a solution of a fully nonlinear second order equation 
F(z, u(z), Du(z), D2u(cc)) = 0; 
in a convex open subset !J of RN. Here and below, u is a real valued function with 
gradient 0~ and Hessian matrix D2u, and F E C(n x R x RN x SN) is degenerate 
elliptic in the sense that 
J-(x, T,P, A) I F( z, T, p, B) provided A 2 B. 
(*) On leave from Ceremade URA CNRS 749. 
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This includes in particular first order (or completely degenerate) equations, S” is the set 
of the symmetric N x N matrices, St’, the subset of the positive semidefinite matrices 
and S&, the subset of the positive definite matrices. 
The question of the convexity of solutions to quasilinear elliptic equations in a bounded 
12 was received a lot of attention about a decade ago; the monograph by B. Kawohl 1121 
presents the results and methods available at that time. A common feature in the literature 
is the very demanding requirement that u be constant (possibly infinite) and I%/&, = +m 
at the boundary, where n denotes the exterior normal of a smooth R. One contribution 
of this paper is to establish that the boundary conditions relevant to convexity are of 
state constraints’ type. This notion was introduced by H. M. Soner [20] and corresponds, 
when the solution is the value function of an optimal control problem, to the requirement 
that the controls keep the trajectories inside the domain. In fact, when the solution is 
the value function, probabilistic proofs exist and are frequently used for problems arising 
in economics; but this approach seems less systematic and general than ours. Another 
contribution is the extension of the aforementioned results for quasilinear equations to 
fully nonlinear equations in possibly unbounded domains, under the simple assumption 
that 
(2) (x. T. 4)) t-+ F(x, r,p, Q-l) is concave, 
forevery(z,7.,p,Q) E2xRxRNxS y+. Moreover, we shall essentially consider viscosity 
solutions of (1) so that the solution need just be continuous (and state constraints boundary 
conditions are well defined). We refer the reader to the User’s Guide [2] by M. G. Crandall, 
H. Ishii and P.-L. Lions for an exposition of the theory of viscosity solutions. 
Our argumentation proceeds as follows. Given a solution u E C(n) of (1) in a bounded 
R with state constraints boundary conditions, we show that the convex envelope of TL, 
which is the largest convex function below u and is characterized by the formula 
(3) ‘u,,(z) = inf{Xlu(zl) + . . + X~U(Z~)/~C. = Al21 + . . + Xk:~:k 
with z; E !?. /\z + . . ~+XI,=1,X;>O,kQv+1}. 
is a supersolution of (l), provided F satisfies (2). (Our notation u*, recalls that the convex 
envelope, as defined above, when lower semicontinuous, is the conjugate of the conjugate 
of u; we have prefered this notation to the standard one u** in order to emphasize that 
uu,, is, by definition, below u.) With the help of a comparison principle, we deduce that 
‘u, 5 ‘l&t* and conclude that u = u**, which is equivalent to the convexity of 1~. This 
approach directly extends to unbounded R, when u is coercive, i.e. satisfies 
General results about the convexity of a solution in unbounded domains then follow by 
approximation. 
It should be emphasized that, in this work, we always presuppose that we are given a 
continuous solution to (1) with state constraints boundary conditions. It is not our intention 
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to recall here when this may happen. Instead, we refer to the papers by H. M. Soner [20], 
1. Capuzzo-Dolcetta and P.-L. Lions [l] and J.-M. Lasry and P.-L. Lions [ 171 for discussing 
conditions under which such a solution exists. We also note that our argument could take 
the form of a concavity maximum principle as in N. V Korevaar [14]. We persist in our 
approach, i.e. in establishing that u** is a supersolution, because, apart from its intrinsic 
interest, we believe it is more intuitive (especially to clarify the assumptions on F and 
the situation at the boundary). 
In section 1, we recall some definitions related to the notion of viscosity solutions of (1) 
with state constraints boundary conditions. We also study carefully the very particular 
properties of the superjets and subjets (the viscosity theory’s extension of first and second 
order derivatives for semicontinuous functions) of convex functions. Section 2 investigates 
the convex envelope of a given u. After recalling some basic regularity properties, we 
characterize its second order subjet in terms of the subjet of u at certain special points. As 
a corollary, we show that u,, is a supersolution of (l), when F satisfies (2). In section 3, 
we illustrate how this property combines with comparison principles to yield the convexity 
of a solution. In particular, we give alternate proofs (and slight extensions) of results 
of [14], [13] and [5]. Sections 4 and 5 discuss related topics: in section 4, we show that 
the conjugate of a smooth convex function is a viscosity solution of a suitable equation; in 
section 5, we establish assumptions analogous to (2) that guarantee partial convexity of a 
smooth solution of (1). We have collected in the appendix the proofs of several elementary 
matrix inequalities which we use in the main text. 
1. Superjets, subjets and convexity 
We open this section by recalling the notions of superjet and subjet. In the sequel, 
CSC(a) and UC(a) refer to the locally bounded functions (in n) that are upper 
semicontinuous and lower semicontinuous, respectively. 
DEFINITION 1 
0 Let u E USC(G) and x E a. The second order superjet ,~A’u(z) is the set of the 
(p, A) E RN x SN suck that 
u(y) 5 U(X) + (p,y - x) + ;(A(!/ - :c),y - x) + o(ly - xj2), as ri 3 y --+ 2. 
Its closure, Tyu(x). is the set of the (p, A) for which there is a sequence (pn, iln) E 
J2+u(4 suck tkat (x,,, u(G),P,,, A,) --f (2, u(z),P, A). n 
l Let u E LSC(2) and 5 E n. The second order subjet $-U(X) is the set of the 
(p, A) E RN x SN suck that 
U(Y) L 44 + (P,Y - 4 + ;(A(Y - 4, Y - 4 + 41~ - 42), asi33yi2. 
~~-u(z) is the set of the (p, A) f or which there is a sequence (p,, A,) E J:-u(x~) suck 
that (G, ~G),P,, An) -+ (x, u(z),P, A). 
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In the sequel, we shall only consider the second order superjet at interior points. In this 
case, &‘zL(x) doesn’t depend on 62; so we simply denote it .J*+~L(:c). We also recall that 
(~1, A) E J:-~(x) if and only if there is 4 E C2(R”) such that :c is a (local or global, 
strict or not) minimum point of IL - (i in 2 with (p, A) = (D@(X). @$(:I:)). When :I’ E 12 
and 7~ is twice differentiable at x:, .J:-~(x) = {(DL(:c). A) with A 5 D2,u(~)}. It is also 
J:,?],(X) if 1~ is twice continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of :c. The situation 
is more complicated when :c E i30 because ?I;- AL depends on the geometry of the set. 
For instance, when 11 and 0 are twice differentiable at X, (p, A) E J:-,L(:~) if and only if 
p = Du(:c) + cyn, for some Q > 0. Observe that, when a > 0, (p, A + C7), @ 71,) E J$u(:c), 
for every C E Iw. A complete characterization of .I;- YL(:X) in this case is given in the 
User’s Guide [2, Remark 2.71. 
When II, E LSC(G) is a convex function in a convex 0, one may expect special features 
of the superjets and subjets. (Note that J2+r~(:c) is well defined at an interior point IC, 
because ‘IL E lV,~~~(fl).) In particular, one may wonder how the well known properties of 
a smooth convex function that 14(y) 2 ?L(x) + (Do, y - :I;) and that D% is positive 
semidefinite translate in the viscosity sense. We propose several useful answers to this 
question. We first recall that the (first order) subdifferential of convex analysis Df;~~/,(:~:) is 
defined for :I: E 2 as the set of the p E IWN such that, for every y E 2, 
it is nonempty at every interior point (see R. T. Rockafellar [ 181). The relation between the 
subdifferential and the subjet is clear: ifp E D;u(:c), then (p, 0) E J$-,u(:E); conversely, 
if (p,A) E ~~-zL(x), then ~1 E D;u(x) (see W. H. Fleming and H. M. Soner 14, 
Corollary 11.8.11 for a proof of this assertion). 
More delicate is the question of how to interpret the inequality D2,u > 0. An expected 
answer is the following : if :c E R and (p, A) E J2+u(z), then u is continuouslJ1 
differentiable at IC and il E S, . N Indeed, choosing q E D;u(x) arbitrary, we get 
U(X) + (q, y - z) < U(Y) < ,u(x) -t (p, y - :c) + ;(A(!/ - :I:), y - z) + o((y - XI’). 
Sending Iy - 2) -+ 0, we first obtain that q = p. so that 11, is differentiable at :c with 
Du(z) = p; and, replacing q by p in the above inequality, we conclude that A 2 0.. It is 
interesting to note that the converse of this property is true. 
LEMMA 1. - Let R be a convex open set and 7~ E USC(G) sati& 
Then u is convex in R. 
Proof. - Assume that there are y # .z E 0 and X E (0,l) such that 
u(Ay + (1 - X)z) > Xv(y) + (1 - X)U(Z). 
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Translating, rotating and dilating the coordinate system, and adding a linear function to 
21, we assume, without loss of generality, that y = 0, z = el, u(O,O) = u(l,O) < 0 
and u(X,O) > 0. We represent here a point 2 E R as (z~,:c’), with :cl = (x, el) and 
x’ = (.x2,. . * , XN). Using the upper semicontinuity of u, we may choose E > 0 such that 
‘(~(O,X’)~U(~,X’) 5 0 for 1~‘) 5 E and R’ z {x1 E (0, l), Iz’I < E} c 0. We fix C so large 
that Cc2 2 supnr u and S > 0 so small that ?A(& 0) > 6X( 1 - X). Setting 
qqXl,X’) = SQ(1 - 21) + C1x’12, 
we observe that u 5 4 on do’, while u(X, 0) > 4(X, 0). Therefore u - d, achieves an 
interior maximum point in 52’, while (D’$( x el, el) = -2s in Sz’. This contradicts our ) 
assumption on J2+u(x). •i 
Additional properties for the subjets and superjets of convex functions are more easily 
stated in terms of supersolutions and subsolutions of the equation. So, we first recall the 
definitions of viscosity solutions (for nonconvex functions, of course). 
DEFINITION 2 
0 11 E usc(q is a viscosity subsolution of (1) in 0 if; for every x E St, 
F(x,u(x),p, A) 5 0 for all (p,A) E J2+~(z). 
0 u E LSC(i=i) 2s a viscosity supersolution of (1) in 2 ij for every z E ?I, 
l 21 E C(n) is a viscosity solution of (1) with state constraints boundary conditions if 
it is a subsolution in R and a super-solution in a. 
Our first observation characterizes convex viscosity subsolutions in a very intuitive 
manner. Before stating our result, we notice that, when x E a, the set $-u(x) n J2+u(x) 
contains at most one point, which we denote (Du(z), D2u(x)) when it exists, and that this 
set is nonempty for almost every 2 when u is convex, by Alexandroff’s classical result; in 
this case, we call x a point of twice differentiability. We have: 
LEMMA 2. - Let (1 be a convex open set and F E C(n x R’ x RN x SN) be elliptic. 
Assume u is a locally bounded convex function in 0. 
Then IL is a viscosity subsolution of (1) in R if and only if 
(6) F(x, U(Z), Du(x), L%(x)) 5 0 a every point x E R of twice differentiability. t 
Proof. - Let 5 E fl and $ E C2 (Q) such that z is a strict maximum point of ‘u. - 4. We 
have to show that (6) implies that F(s, ‘IL(Z), D$(z), D24(x)) 5 0. By applying Jensen’s 
lemma [2, Lemma A.31 to the semiconvex function u - 4, we can find a sequence Z, + x 
and p, -+ 0 for which x, is a maximum point of y H u(y) - 4(y) - (p,, y) and ?L is twice 
differentiable at x,. In particular, Du(z,) = Do + p, and D2u(x,) 2 D2$(:cm). 
And we deduce from (6), the ellipticity of F and its continuity, that 
0 2 F(xm, ‘u(xm), 04x,), ~“~+n)) 2 F(xm, U(G), D4(xm> + pm, D2d+m)) 
+ F(x, u(x); W(x), ~24(x)), 
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as claimed. The converse follows from the fact that (Du(z). D’,u.(z)) E J”+u(z) at each 
point of twice differentiability. 0 
We finally give the main technical result of this section. It states that, for the study of a 
convex viscosity supersolution, the only relevant part of $-u(z) is &-~~(x;). 
LEMMA 3. - Let R be u convex open set and F E C(fi x Iw x W” x SN) be elliptic. 
Assume ‘u E LSC@) is a convex function. 
Then u is a viscosity supersolution of (I) in 2 if and only 8 for every :I: E 2, 
F(z, u(5),y, il) 1 0 .for all (p, A) E .1:-u(~). 
Proof. - The proof relies on approximation of u by inf-convolution. We refer to the 
appendix of the User’s Guide [2], J.-M. Lasry and P.-L. Lions [16] as well as H. Ishii and 
P.-L. Lions [lo] for a developed exposition of this notion, a discussion of its relevance to 
the study of viscosity solutions and a justification of its properties we shall use. 
The argument being purely local, we assume, without loss of generality, that u is 
bounded. For E > 0, we define in RN the semiconcave approximation of ‘LI 
u,(x) = i;f ( IY - xl2 u(:y) + - t > 
Let IC E 3;i and 4 E C2(RN) such that x is a strict local minimum of u - 4 
in D and (p!A) = (Dq5(z),D2q5(zc)). It . IS not hard to establish the existence of a 
local minimum point of u, - 4 (in RN), denoted by x6, such that .zF + x (as in 
[lo, p. 591). On the other hand, T2-.,(xt) c $-u(y,), for some 2 3 yF -+ x such that 
u(y,) -+ U(X) (see [2, Lemma AS]). Because u, is convex (as the inf-convolution of 
two convex functions) and u, - 4 is semiconcave, we can find A, 2 D24(xE) such that 
(D$(xt),A,) E ‘;r::- u(y,). To see this, apply Jensen’s lemma to u, - 4 as in the proof 
of Lemma 2 and choose A, as the limit of a converging subsequence of D2uE(xy) with 
xy + x,, u, being twice differentiable at x7 (and of course 0 5 D2uF(xr) 5 21/e). 
Using (7), we conclude that 
In view of the above discussion, we conclude, in particular, that if a convex function is 
a viscosity solution of (1) with Hamiltonian F, it is a viscosity solution with Hamiltonian 
G, provided F and G coincide on ST. 
2. The convex envelope 
We begin this section by verifying that, when 21 is coercive and lower semicontinuous, 
the infimum in (3) is achieved; a simple consequence is that u** E LSC(n). Because 
this result is to be used extensively in the rest of the paper, we briefly prove it, although 
it is quite classical (see for instance A. Griewank and P. J. Rabier [7]). Essentially, we 
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have to justify that, given 2 E a’, there are x1,. . . , zk E a and Ai, . . . , & > 0, with 
k 5 N + 1, such that: 
When R is bounded, (8) obviously holds. This implies that u,, is lower semi- 
continuous. Indeed, consider a sequence fi 3 zrn -+ n: and pick zy, . . . , x2+1 E a, 
XT,. . . ,A;+, 2 0 that satisfy (8) at P. As x is the convex combination of every 
limit point (zi, ... ,zjv+i,Xi, ... , XN+~) of a converging subsequence (2;“‘) . . . , :r~~i, 
X;l-‘, . . . : A;:,), we deduce that 
liminf u**(P’) = lim inf Xy’u(X1;“‘) + . . . + X~;iu($\i) 
m’+m 772’-+02 
> XlU(Z1) + . . . + xiv+17L(zN+l) L u**(x). 
This easily gives the lower semicontinuity of u*+ 
We now turn to the case of an unbounded R. The fact that, when u is coercive, 
the infimum is still achieved in (3) and that u** is lower semicontinuous is a simple 
consequence of the following assertion: for every ball B, there is a ball I?’ such that, 
for every z E R nB, 
(9) u**(x) = inf{Xiu(zi) + . . . + xku(zk)/z = xlzl + ’ ” + xkzk 
with zi E R rl B’, X1 + . . . +&=l,&>o,k<N+l}. 
To prove this, we introduce UC*, the convex envelope of the restriction of u to R n Bn, 
Without loss of generality, we assume that R n B # 0 and that B + B1 c BR. Let 
zi E R n BR and Xi > 0 (depending on R and 2) satisfy (8). If lri - 21 > 1, set 
X: = z + (xi - zr)/Izi - z( E a, Xl = Xilz; - x1/(1 + Xi(lzi - 21 - l)), X$ = xj and 
XI = X,/(1 + Xi((zi - 5) - 1)) for j # i. Direct computations yield Xi + +. + XL = 1, 
x = X:X:: + ... + X~,X; and 
X;u(x;) + . . . + x;u(x;) = u*R*(x) - XiU(Xi) + XJXi - xIu(x + (Xi - X)/IXi - XI) 
1 + Xi((Zi - 21 - 1) 
This being larger than u:!(x), we conclude that either 1~ - ZI < 1 or 
* < u(x + (Xi - X)/IXi -XI) - lxi _ 
(Xi - xl - 
I& - 4 - lu, Cx) 1 ** . <x 
As 2 + (xi - z)/Ixi - xl E B + B1, and u,“, is bounded from below uniformly in R, we 
deduce from (4) that there is a ball B’, independent of R, such that xi E R n B’. This 
clearly gives (9) for R so large that B’ c BE. 
Thus, we have proved the first half of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. - Let R be a convex open set and u E LSC(@ satisfy (4). 
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Then u,, E LSC(2) n w;,yiq. 
In addition, if either R is strictly convex, or there is a convex @ E LSC(n) such that 
u = Q on 30, then 
(In particular, when R is strictly convex, u coincides with a convex Cp at the boundary, 
namely u,*.) The second part of the lemma is a direct consequence of (3) and of the 
following trivial statements. Every boundary point is the convex combination no point but 
boundary points; and the convex combination of no point but itself when 12 is strictly 
convex. Also observe that, if u E C(n) and u = u+, on dR, then u,* is continuous. 
Indeed, for every sequence x, E n converging to some 3; E 3R, we have, by the lower 
semicontinuity of TL*, , 
u**(5) I: liminf?L,,(x,,,,) 5 limsupU(z,,,) = u(:c) = u,,(z). 
As ‘1~ is continuous at every interior point, we obtain the desired result. But it is worth 
recalling here that, in general, u,, is not continuous, as was shown by J. B. Kruskal [15]. 
We now turn to the characterization of &-U,,(Z) in terms of the subjets of ‘u at 
z;. Because the simplicity of Proposition 1 below may be concealed by a somewhat 
technical proof, we first present a more transparent yet restrictive version of it. Let 
@,A) E Jf&4r > L an assume that ‘u. E C*(0) and xi E R for every i (so that :c E a). d 
Fixing h E RN so small that z + h/X1 E 2, and recalling that p E D;u**(x), we get 
‘U**(X) + (P, h,) 5 21*,(x + h) I XlU Xl + $ 
( > 
+x*u(z~) +. . . + XLU(X~) 
< u**(x) + (Du(x1); h) + &(D2~(xl)h; h) + o(lhl”). 
1 
Sending Jhl -+ 0, we conclude that p = Du(zl) and D2u(x1) 2 0. This remains 
true for every % by permutation. We now estimate A. For every hi E RN such that 
Xlhl + ... + Xkhk = h, fixing r > 0 so small that 2; + rhi E a, we have 
u,,(x) + r(y; h) + ;(Ah; h) + o(r2) 
5 u,,(x + Th) 5 X1u(:cl + rhl)+. . .+Xku(xk + ‘hk) 
I u**(x) + +b h) + ~(D2rr(~l)hl,hl)+...+~(D2U(-C.l)hlrl/1~)+o(1.L). 
Sending T -+ 0, we obtain, after simplification: 
(10) (Ah, h) L ~I(~~~(~I)~I, h,) + . s . + h(D24a)h~, h). 
The minimization of the quadratic right hand function under the constraint Xlhl + . . . + 
Xkhk = h leads to the choice 
1~; = D2u(xi)-1(XlD2u(xl)-1 + . . . + XkD2+$‘)-‘h. 
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Plugging this expression into (lo), we finally obtain the key estimate 
(11) A 5 (X1D2u(zl)-1 + . . . + XkD2u(z&1)-1. 
So far, we have ignored the possibility that D2u(zi) E Sr might degenerate. Should 
this happen, replace it by D2u(zi) + 1/ n and send n + 00. As the resulting sequence 
in (11) is decreasing (because for A, B E ST++, A > B if and only if A-l 5 B-l, as 
recalled in the appendix), this makes sense and defines unambiguously the right hand 
term of the inequality, even if D2u(zi) = 0 for some i; in this case, (11) forces A = 0. 
We also note that 
A < X1D2u(zl) + . . . + XkD2u(xk). 
This is a consequence of the convexity of Sy+ 3 Q I-+ Q-l, by which we mean that 
Q H (Q-‘/L, h) is convex for every h E RN (see the appendix for a proof of this assertion). 
In the preceding argument, the regularity of u can easily be weakened, provided 
(Du(xJ: Pu(c7J;)) is interpreted in the viscosity sense. Much more restrictive was the 
condition that zi $! dR, which fails for most functions, even for convex ones. In practice 
(i.e. when u is known to solve a certain equation), one cannot guarantee this unless, for 
every boundary point 2, (~‘zL/~%)(z) = +co; this implies, in particular, $-u(z) = 8. 
Moreover, when zi E dfl and u and R are smooth (say), one cannot expect that p = Dre(z;) 
for a priori nonconvex functions but only p = Du(zi) + c~,irb(z;) for some ai 2 0. This 
strongly suggests that (DUD, D”u(zi)) should be replaced by an element of J~-u(x~). 
This is confirmed by the following characterization of Jz-u(z). 
PROPOSITION 1. - Let R be a convex open set and u E LSC(fi) sati& (4). Given LC E a, 
COnsider (p, A) E J$-U*,(Ic). Let x1, + . . , xk E G Uid x1, . . . , XI, > 0, With k 5 N -i- 1, 
satisfi (8). 
Then, for every E > 0 small enough, there are Al, +. . , Ak. E Sy such that (p, Ai) E 
-~-u(c~J~) and J 
(12) A - cA2 < (XIA,l + ... + &A;‘)-] 
Proof. - Let 4 E C”(a) be such that u*, - 4 achieves its minimum on D at z, with 
(p, A) = (D+(z), D24(a)). For every ~1,. . . , yk E n, we get 
bU(Yl) + . . . + AkU(!/k) - +(hYl + ’ ” + AkYk) 
2 U**(XlY/1 + *. . + AkYk) - $(&Y/1 + ” ’ + Akyk) 
> U**(XlZl +. ‘. + AkZk) - @(xl%1 + . ” + AkZk) 
= XlU(Z1) + 1.. + h/+k) - 4(hzl + ’ ” + h&k), 
where we have used (3) at Xlyl + .. . + &yk E a and (8). In other words, 
the Ic-uple (x1,. .. , zk) is a minimum point in 2’ of the function (yi, . . . , yk) H 
X&l) + . *. + AkU(!/k) - $(xlYl + “’ f Xkyk). Theorem 8.3 of the User’s Guide [2] 
then asserts that, for every e > 0, there are Al, . . . , Ak E SN such that 
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and 
with 
B = A-FA~. 
Assuming, from now on, that CA 5 I, we note that B E ST. For hi E RN, first apply (13) 
to (0,. . . ) 1&i, . . ’ ) 0) so as to get that Ai E SF. Next apply (13) to ( /bl, . . . . /LJ and obtain 
with h = Xlhl + . . + Xkhk. But this is just (lo), from which we deduce (10) exactly 
the same way we obtained (11). q 
In the sequel, we shall use essentially estimate (12). But there is another piece of 
information about (p, A) E Jg-U(X) which is worth mentioning. We claim that 
(14) (Ah,, h) = 0 for every h E span(xI - :I:, . . . ( :ck - x). 
Indeed, as p E D;u**(x), each term within parentheses in the identity 
x1 (u(x1) - u**(x) - (p, x 1 - .x)) + . . . + Ak(U(Xk) - u**(:c) - (p, Xk - x)) = 0 
is nonnegative. Hence, ~(2;) = U,*(X) + (p, xi - :I:) for every ,i. For T E (0, l), this gives 
u*,+(x) + r(z), xi - x) + ;(A(:Q - n:), (xi - x)) + o(?) 
5 u**(x + 7.(Xi - x)) 5 (1 - r)u**(2) + m(:c;) = ‘U**(Z) + r(p.:cj - x). 
Letting T -+ 0 and recalling that A 2 0, we obtain (14). 
When N = 1, u satisfies (4) and u,,(x) < ‘u(x), we may find x1 # x2 E a and 
X E (0,l) such that z = Xx1 + (1 - A) 52 and U,,(X) = X~(zi) + (1 - X)U(:I;~). 
As span(xi - x,x2 - x) = R, we get that (p, A) E J~-u**(x) satisfies A = 0 and 
(p, 0) E $u(zl) n$-u(xz). On the other hand, if U**(X) = U(Z) (which is the case on 
an), then $-U**(X) c $-U(Z), because u,, < U. Therefore we have proved: 
PROPOSITION 2. - Let N = 1 and R be an open interval. Let F E C(a x R x R’ x W) 
be elliptic and satisfy 
(x, 7’) +-+ F(x, r,p, 0) is concave for every p. 
Let u E UC@) satisfy (4) and be a viscosity supersolution of (1) in 0. 
Then u,, E LSC(Q is a viscosity supersolution qf (1) in Il. 
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For N arbitrary, A # 0 in general, and we have to use estimate (12) to show that u,, 
is a supersolution of (1). We need to assume (2), which we reformulate so as to allow for 
degenerate matrices: for every X E [0, I], 5, y E 2, T, s E W, p E RN and A, B E Sy, 
(15) WLL., T, P, A) + (1 - A)F(y, .Y, P, B) 
< F(Xx + (1 - X)1/, Xr + (1 - X)s,p, (AA-l + (1 - X)B-l)-l) 
Because of the convexity of Q I-+ Q-l, this condition is weaker than the concavity of 
(z,r,Q) H F(:ry,p,Q). Th e main result of this section is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3. - Let R be a convex open set. Let F E C@ x R x RN x S”) be elliptic 
and satisfji (2). Let u E LSC(~) satisfy (4) and be a viscosity supersolution of (1) in 2. 
Then ukk E LSC(G) is a viscosity supersolution of (1) in L. 
Proof. - Fix II: E a and consider (p, A) E J~~-u**(x). For every e > 0 small enough, 
apply Proposition 1 to obtain (p, Ai) E TE-u(zi) satisfying (12). Since u is a supersolution 
of (1) in a, F(zi,u(zi),p,Ai) 2 0 for every i. And one gets 
F(n;, u,,(z). p, A - tA2) 
1 F(X1q + . . . + XkZk, XlU(Zl) + . . . + Xlcu(sk),p, (AlA,’ + . . . + XJ&~)-‘) 
2 ~F(Q, u(~I), P, AI) + . . . + M’(n, u(nc),p, A/x) 2 0, 
where the first inequality follows from the ellipticity of F and (12), and the second one, 
from the iteration of (15). Letting E 1 0, we conclude that 
F(~,u**(z),p,A) > 0 for every (p,A) E Jg-u,*(z), 5 E 2. 
This implies that u,, is a supersolution of (1) in a’, in view of Lemma 3. 0 
Before showing how to apply Proposition 3, we generalize slightly Proposition 1, in 
order to stress the role played by infimal convolution. This result will not be used in the 
sequel. For 1 2 i 5 k, let fi E LSC(WN) with values in (-co,co]. Of course, one may 
define unambiguously the subjet of fi as soon as fi(x) < 00. We introduce the infimal 
convolution of fr , . . . , fk 
To simplify, we assume that every fi satisfies 
so that flu.. . q frc E LSC(RN) and, for every z such that .frO.. . q fk(~) < 00, there 
are x1,..., zk for which 
(17) flo’..of,c(~)=fl(~l)+“‘+~k(~k) and IG=21+..++:Ek. 
We want to characterize J’2- fro . . . q fk (x). To recover Proposition 1, one just fixes Xi 
SO that (8) holds, sets fi = &f(./&) and observes that J:-f,,(z~) c J’2-f1u.. . •fk(:~) 
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(because f**(2) = .flU. f . OVA. and fhf** < flO.. . q ,fk:). As the proof of the following 
result is analogous to the one of Proposition 1, we omit it. 
PROPOSITION 4. - For 1 5 i 5 k:, let fi E LSC(RN) with values in (--IX, m] satisfi (16). 
Given :c E RN such that fl0. . . q fk(3:) < 3cj, consider (y? A) E f2-f10. . Ufk(:r). 
Let x1, . . , xk. E RN satisfy (17). 
Then, for evety c > 0 small enough, there are Al i. . , Ak E ST such that (p. A,) E 
J”-f;(xi) and 
A - cA2 < (A;’ + . . . + A;“)-‘. 
3. The convexity of the solution 
In this section, we illustrate how to deduce the convexity of a solution to (1) with 
state constraints boundary conditions from Proposition 3. Assume, for instance, that 0 is 
bounded and that following comparison principle for the state constraints problem holds: 
if u E C(n) is a subsolution of (1) in R and ‘u E LSC(fi) 
is a supersolution of (1) in D‘, then u 2 ‘u in n. 
Arguing as in the introduction, we obtain at once: 
THEOREM 1. - Let R be a convex bounded open set. Let F E C(a x R x R” x SN) be 
elliptic and satisfy (2), and assume that the comparison principle for the state constraints 
problem (18) holds. Let u E C(n) b e a solution of (1) with state constraints boundury 
conditions. 
Then u is convex. 
As announced before, we shall not give precise assumptions guaranteeing (18). The 
interested reader is referred to the papers of 1. Capuzzo-Dolcetta and P.-L. Lions [l] and 
H. Ishii and P.-L. Lions [lo]. We just note the observation made by M. A. Katsoulakis [I l] 
that the usual requirement that the supersolution be continuous can be relaxed to its lower 
semicontinuity, as in (18) (while some continuity of the subsolution at the boundary is 
essential). This is crucial here for our argument to apply in view of the general regularity 
of ‘Uu,,. 
In case u = ‘u on dR, the only points at which ‘u - w may achieve a positive maximum 
lie in 0. As a consequence, we need not impose conditions on F near 130 (while such 
conditions are required, and are in general quite demanding, for (18) to hold). Moreover, 
a( = u**) is Lipschitz continuous in a neighbourhood of such maximum points. These two 
properties largely extend the set of the equations that can be considered and explain the 
interest in replacing (18) by the following condition: 
if u E C(n) is a subsolution of (1) in R and ‘u E C(2) n IV,ycm((R) 
is a supersolution of (1) in 0, then IL < ‘(1 on iJR implies ‘u. 5 ‘u in 2. 
And we refer to the User’s Guide [2, section .5.A] for hypotheses ensuring that this 
comparison principle for the classical Dirichlet problem holds. The equivalent of Theorem 1 
is now: 
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THEOREM 2. - Let R be a convex bounded open set. Let F E C(a x R x R” x S”) be 
elliptic, satisfy (2) and assume that the comparison principle for the Dirichlet problem (19) 
holds. Let u E C(n) b e a solution of (1) with state constraints boundary conditions. Finally 
assume that either 0 is strictly convex, or that there is a convex Q E C(n) such that 
u = @ on 30. 
Then u is convex. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of several existing result with the help of 
our method. We commence by those of N. J. Korevaar [ 141 and A. U. Kennington [ 131. In 
a bounded convex R, they consider solutions in C(a) n C”(n) of the quasilinear equation 
-tr a(Du)D2u + b(z, u, Du) = 0 in R, 
where n E C(RN) is nondegenerate (in the sense that a(p) E ST+ for every p) and 
b E C(n x R x RN) is nondecreasing in T. They impose that, at the boundary, ‘u be 
constant (so that u = u,, on as2) and satisfy au/an = +oc. As ,1:-u(z) = 0 on X2, 
we remark that u is a viscosity solution of (20) with state constraints boundary conditions. 
When (x, 7.) H b(z, r,p) is concave as in [ 141, the convexity of u follows at once from 
Theorem 2, after we have restated our comparison principle as: if u E C(a) n C2(Q) is a 
subsolution of (20) and ‘u E C(a) is a supersolution of (20) in 0, then u < ‘u on dfl implies 
u 2 II in a. (To see this is true, choose u as a test function for the supersolution ‘u, and 
argue as for the classical comparison principle for smooth solutions of uniformly elliptic 
quasilinear equations, as it appears, for instance, in D. Gilbarg and N. S. Trudinger [6].) 
A. U. Kennington [13] relaxes the concavity assumption of b to the following: for every 
p E RN, the set E, = {b( z,r,p) > 0} is convex and (5,~) H l/b(z,r,p) is convex on 
Et,. We have to check that IL,* is still a supersolution of (20) in R under this hypothesis. 
We fix 5 E R, (p, A) E Jg-u(z) and observe that 2; E R. As in the discussion prior to 
Proposition 1, we deduce that p = Du(zi) and D2u(zi) 1 0. Using the equality 
(21) -tr a(Du(zi))D2u(z;) + b(z;! U(Zi), DU(1L.i)) = 0 
and the positivity of u(Du(zi)), we deduce that b(zi, u(x~), Du(x.~)) > 0 and that the 
inequality is strict unless D2u(zi) = 0. As A = 0 in this case, we use the convexity 
of EP to conclude that 
(22) --tr a( + b(z,~,(z),p) 1 0 
When 02~(zi) # 0 for every i, we rewrite (21) as 
1 1 
tr a(Du(z;))D2u(z;) - b(z;, u(zi), Du(z;)) = O’ 
And we observe that the functions Q H l/(tr a(p)Q) and Q cs l/(tr a(p)Q-l) are 
respectively elliptic and concave, for every p E RN and Q E S+” (as proved in the 
appendix). We conclude as usual, by (22) and the convexity of l/b, that (22) holds. 
Consequently, u,, is a supersolution of (20) and u = u,, by comparison. 
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We now illustrate how our technique adapts to problems in unbounded domains, in 
situations where the solution cannot be coercive. Consider for instance the equation: 
(23) u + F(Du, D2u) = f(x) in RV. 
with F E C(WN x S”) elliptic and S E UC(RN). Theorem 5.1 of the User’s Guide [2] 
shows that (23) admits a unique uniformly continuous solution. A natural question then 
arises: is u convex when f is so? Although the situation should appear unfavourable 
(functions in UC(RN) having at most linear growth cannot satisfy (4)), we show that the 
answer is yes, if we require, as expected, that, for every p E RN and Q E Sf+, 
(24 Q H F(p, Q-‘) be concave. 
As a matter of fact, the following theorem is a slight extension of a result of Y. Giga, 
S. Goto, H. Ishii and M. H. Sato [5] for the parabolic version of (23), where the convexity 
of ‘11 is established by the choice of a judicious test function (see also H. Ishii and 
P.-L. Lions [lo]). 
THEOREM 3.- Letf E UC(R”)b e a convex function and F E C(RN x SN) be elliptic 
and satisfy (24). 
The unique uniformly continuous viscosity solution of (23) is then convex. 
Proof. - Because f is convex and has at most linear growth, it has bounded first order 
derivative in RN. By comparison, this implies the existence of C > 0 for which 
Iu(x + h) - u(z)I 5 Clhl for every h E RN. 
In particular, every (p, A) E .J2+ u(z) U J”-U(X) has bounded Ipj. By modifying F 
conveniently for Jpl large, we see that 7~ is a solution of 
(25) u + F’(Du, D2~r) = f(z) in RN, 
for some elliptic F’ E C(R” x SN) satisfying (24) and 
F’(p, A) is bounded for A bounded, uniformly in y. 
The interest of this reduction is the following. For equation (23), comparison results 
are available only for functions with at most linear growth. For (25) however, one can 
allow quadratic growth, which extension is needed for our perturbation argument below 
to work. Because this assertion follows from a straightforward combination of the proof 
of [2, Theorem 5. l] with the one of M. G. Crandall and P.-L. Lions [3, Theorem 1 .l(ii)], 
we omit demonstrating it. 
For S > 0 fixed, we now consider the equation 
(26) u + F’(Du, D2u) = f(z) + 61~1~ in RN. 
Because f is convex, it is larger than a linear function. So we may choose q E RN and C 
large (independent of S < 1) such that ;ii = C + 1~1 and u” = -C + (g,z) + S(z12 are 
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respectively a supersolution and a subsolution of (26). By H. Ishii’s version of Perron’s 
method [9], there is a locally bounded viscosity solution of (26) u5 (lying between g6 and 
L), in the sense that its upper semicontinuous envelope us* and its lower semicontinuous 
envelope ut are respectively a subsolution and a supersolution of (26). Remark that 
we do not know whether us is continuous, because we have no comparison result for 
(26). Anyway, as ut grows quadratically, we deduce from Proposition 3 that up, is a 
supersolution of (26). Comparison for (25) for functions with quadratic growth then yields 
the uniform bound in S: u 5 ut* < 1. Each u t, being convex, this implies uniform 
lV1~~?(l@“) bounds. We call %’ the limit of a converging subsequence, which, of course, 
is convex and satisfies u 5 *. On the other hand, because of the stability property of 
viscosity solutions (see [2, Lemma 6.1]), lirns~p~~~ us* E USC(RN) is a subsolution 
of (25), with at most quadratic growth; it is therefore smaller than U. Since, by definition, 
t$ = lim u:* < lim sup* u6* 5 U, we conclude that u = Q. 0 
4. The conjugate equation 
In this section and the following, we establish several results related to convexity, which, 
we believe, could be of use for economical mathematics. Before presenting these results, 
we have to point out that the setting in which our analysis is performed is less general than 
the one of the preceding sections, since we assume that the functions to be considered are 
smooth and defined in RN. We shall justify these restrictions in due time. 
The question we investigate in this section concerns the conjugate of a convex 
u E Cz(RN) satisfying (4). For every z’ E RN, we define 
u*(d) = sup [(CL+) - &g], 
XEFP 
which is convex. Of course, given z’ E Iw N, the supremum is achieved at some z; using 
the identity (u*)* = u, it is not hard to check that u*(z’) = (x’, z) - U(X) if and only 
if x E D-u*(x’) or, equivalently, if and only if X’ E D-u(z). We also recall that u* 
is coercive. We refer to R. T. Rockafellar [18] and W. H. Fleming and H. M. Soner 
[4, section 1.8 and appendix A] for the proofs of those statements. When we know, in 
addition, that u is a solution of an elliptic equation, we wish to determine whether u* 
solves some ‘conjugate’ equation. 
As we see soon, a feature of the resulting equation is that it is defined only for matrices 
in Sf+. We need to adapt slightly the definition of viscosity solutions to such a situation. 
We shall say that a function u is strongly convex if, for every compact set K, there is 
v > 0 such that IC H U(X) - ~1~1’ is convex, or equivalently, if D2u >_ 2~1 in int(K), in 
distributions sense. Given an elliptic F E C(WN x R x IWN x S,“), we say that a strongly 
convex function is a viscosity supersolution of (1) if, for every n: E WN, 
F(z, u(z),I), A) > 0 for every (p, A) E J2-u(z) with A E S+“+. 
We shall use indeed the equivalent definition: F(z, U(X), D$(z), D24(z)) 2 0 for every 
strongly convex 4 E C”(W”) f or which z is a minimum point of u - 4. Remark that 
no problem arises for strongly convex subsolutions because, in this case, A E S+“+ when 
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(1). A) E .J’+u(:r:). I n view of Lemmata 2 and 3 (see also the end of section I), we note 
that the above definition of a strongly convex viscosity solution of (1) is equivalent to the 
existence of both a positive I/ E C([O. x)) and an elliptic G E C(IwhV x Iw x 5P’ x Say) 
for which D’u > ~(lz()I (in distributions sense), G(:r, /‘.p, A) = F(J:, r-p. A) when 
A > r/(l.r~l)I d an u is a viscosity solution of G(Y, 16, Dw; 0’~) = 0 in Iw”. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
PROPOSITION 5. - Let u E C”(W”) he a convex,functiorz sati@ying (4) and u solution of(l). 
Then, 71,~ E C(Iw”‘) satkjies (4) and is a strongly convex viscosity solution oj 
(27) F*(:c, u. Du. 0’~) = 0 in Iw”. 
with 
F*(z, r,p, A) = -F(p, (p, X) - r, :c, A-l) 
Note that F* E C( Iw” x R x Iw” x ST+) is elliptic. Proposition 5 is a rather straightforward 
consequence of the following classical result. 
LEMMA 5. - Let u E C”(W”) be a strongly convex,function satisfying (4). 
Then, uzu., E C2(kIN) is strongly convex. Moreover, if u,(z’) = (x’, 3;) - U(Z), then 
Du*(:I:‘) = :I; and D2~h,(:r’) = (D2~~(.7:))-l. 
Proof. - The lemma is a simple consequence of the following claim: @ = DU is a 
diffeomorphism with inverse mapping !P satisfying D@(z’) = (D2~(9(:~‘)))-1; to see this, 
note that :I:’ = @(x) and differentiate twice the identity u,(:c’) = (z’, @(zJ)) - u(@(x’)). 
To prove the claim, consider first y # :I: and use the fact that D2u E S+“+ to obtain 
(@(:l/) - Q(X), 1/ - :I;) = .\i (D2ys(t:y + (1 - t)z)(y - :K), y - X) dt > 0 which implies 
that Q is one-to-one. Next, the mapping is onto because, for every :I:’ E RN and :I: such 
that ‘IL, (1:‘) = ( :c’, X) - U(X), :I:’ E D-V(X) = {Du(z)}. The fact that V! is continuously 
differentiable with the aforementionned differential is a consequence of the inverse function 
theorem and the identity D@ = D2w 0 
Proof qf Proposition 5. - We first show that IL* is strongly convex. Let F > 0 and set 
‘U, = II + ~l:r:j’. And observe that (Us)* r U, as F J 0, because for every :I:’ E RN and 
:r such that *u,(:I:‘) = (~1.‘. :r) - U(X), 
For :I:’ fixed, we now define n:, by (u~)*(:I:‘) = (:I:‘, x,) - u,(x,). If lz’l _< R’, for some 
R’ > 0, we deduce that u(:L.‘,) 5 u,(z,) 5 R’I:ztl - inf u*. The coercivity of u imposes 
that /:1;.,1 5 R, for some R independent of E. Applying Lemma 5 to Us, we deduce that 
D*(PL,)*(:I:‘) = (D27~,(z,))-l 2 ~1, where II > 0 is independent of F small enough (it is 
such that D2u(x) < I/ when /XI < R). Recalling the convergence of (u,)* to u*, 
we conclude that 11, is strongly convex. 
We now prove that u, is a (strongly convex) viscosity supersolution of (27). 
Let :I:’ E Iw” and (i, E C’(W”) be strongly convex with u,(:c’) = 4(x’) and 
u* > 4 in W”; we may assume without loss of generality that & is coercive. Setting 
:c = D$(x’) E D-u(d), we see that U(Z) = 4*(z) = (:I:, :I:‘) - u*(Ic’). Noting that u 5 qS* 
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by conjugacy and applying Lemma 5 to 4, we conclude that (D#,(x),~~&(x)) = 
(z’, (024(s’))-l) E J’+u(x). But the inequality F(z, 4*(z), O&(X), O’&(X)) 5 0 is 
exactly F*(2’, 4(x’), D$(z’), 024(z’)) 2 0, so that u* is a supersolution. The proof that 
U, is a subsolution is analogous and is left to the reader. 0 
We close this section by a few comments about the assumptions in Proposition 5. Most 
striking is the role played by the regularity of u which was important for (27) to make 
sense, by forcing U* to be strongly convex. But even when F is a first order operator, 
some information is lost when u is not smooth. Consider for instance u = IX\+ x2/2 in R, 
which is a viscosity solution of 1 + (~1 - Iu,I = 0. (27) now reads -1 + 121 - Iu,( = 0. 
But U*(X) = ((1x1 - 1)+)“/2 is not a solution of this equation in (- 1,l). 
We also mention that results analogous to Proposition 5 are true for functions 11, E C”(Q), 
with R a bounded convex open set (to simplify). First, it must be emphasized that no 
information in general is to be expected outside 0’ = &(a). When R’ is open (which 
requirement is equivalent to zi $z’ Xl, or, in other words, I~;u(x) n D;u(Y) = 0 for every 
(:I:, y) E R x XI), then u*. is strongly convex in 0’ and it is a viscosity solution of (27) in 
R’. When R’ is not an open set, the preceding conclusions remain true in int(62’) (which 
may be empty) provided u E C2(@. These assertions follow from simple adaptations of 
the proof of Proposition 5 and we omit their proofs. 
5. Partial convexity 
The question we consider in this section is that of partial convexity. Specifically, let N’ 
and N” be two integers and set N = N’ + N”. Define R = RN’ x 0” for a” an open 
subset of RN” . We wish to establish conditions under which a solution u E C2(0) n C(D) 
of (1) is convex with respect to the first variable, i.e. is such that RN’ 3 X’ H U(IC’, z”) 
is convex for every :I!’ E R. ” Following the scheme presented in the preceding sections, 
we introduce the partial convex envelope: 
(28) u*,(x’, x”) = inf{Xru(zi, z”) + . . . + X~U(&, x”)/z’ = XIX’, + . . . + Xk& 
with X1 + . . . + XI, = 1, Xi > 0, k 5 N’ + l}. 
As in section 2, one checks at once that, if u is coercive in Z’ uniformly on compact sets 
(which we assume from now on) in the sense that 
(29) lim 
inf u(x’, x”) - 
/d+x x”EK” IX’1 
= 00 for every compact subset K” of Q”, 
then, the infimum in (28) is achieved at some point and u,* E C(D). As in section 4, 
we shall deduce the convexity in x’ of u from the assumption that u is convex in 2’ for 
every Z? E XY (so that u = IL*, on an), from a suitable comparison principle, and from 
the property that u*, is a viscosity supersolution of (1). Before stating conditions under 
which this last property holds, we introduce additional notations. We shall write p E RN 
in the form (p’,p”) with p’ E RN’, p” E RN” and split a matrix A E SN into ($ f) with 
CL E sy b E RNtxN” and c E SN”; we also set 
G(z’,d’;r;p’,p”;a,b,c) = F (z’,x”),r,(p’,p”), . 
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We can now state the analogues of Propositions 2 and 3 respectively. 
PROPOSITION 6. - Let N’ = 1 and 0” be an open subset of R”“. Let F E 
C((R x P’) x W x R1+“” x Sl+““) be elliptic and satisfy 
(2’> r-, p”, c) t-4 G(x’ ) .2?: r; p’, p”; 0, b, c) is cor1cave 
for every (x’,~“) E R x a”, T E W, (p’,p”) E R x RN<‘, b E RBlxN” and c E S”“. Let 
u E C*(R x a”) n C(R x v) satisfy (29) and be a supersolution of (1) in R x St”. 
Then, u,, E C(R x P) is a viscosity supersolution of (1) in R x 0”. 
PROPOSITION 7. - Let 0” be an open subset of R”“. Let F E C((RN’ x a”) x R’ x 
RN’+N” x sN'+N" ) be elliptic and sati@ 
(30) (d, qp”, a, b, c) H G(x’,x”: r;p’,p”; a-l, a-lb, c + bTa-lb) is cor~au~~ 
for every (z’,~“) E RN’ x P’, r’ E R, (p’,p”) E RN’ x W”” and (a! b, c) E 
Sfi x WNtXN” x SN”. Let u E C2(RN’ x 0”) n C(RN x @) satisfi (29) and be a 
supersolution of (1) in RN’ X 0”. 
Then, IL** E C(W’ X V) is a viscosity supersolution of (1) in Iw”’ X 62”. 
Before proving those results, we wish to make a few comments. We first mention 
that the requirements that u be smooth and that R’ = R”’ are due to the fact that we 
do not know whether the analogue of Lemma 3 is true (this would allow to restrict to 
elements (p? A) E J2-u,*(~) with a E Sqi, which would be essential to follow the 
proof of Proposition 1); so, we keep our argument in its simplified form. We also note 
the convexity of (a! b: c) I-+ 
( 
,,:Lai, ,+~.~~!,t,); it is a consequence of the decomposition 
( 
a -’ c’b 
b”‘cl bT,rrb > 
= CTBelC with B = (i y) E Syi’ and C = (i i) E W2”‘x”r, and 
the convexity of ( Bj C) H CTBwlC (which is proved in the appendix). We observe, in 
particular, that (30) holds true when (x’. r,$‘. A) H F((x’. x”), r’, (p’> p”), A) is concave. 
Proof of Proposition 7. - As the proof is very close to the argument preceding 
Proposition 1 and the proof of Proposition 3, we only stress the main differences. Let 
IC = (z’!:c”) E 0 and (p,A) E .J2~‘u*,(z). Setting .c; = (X:,X”), (pi,py) = Du(zi) 
and ;+ Ez 
( > 
= D2r~(z;), where the z: are the points which achieve the minimum in L 1 
(28), we have the following string of inequalities, for every 1~: E RN’, h” E R”” small 
enough and h’ = XX&, 
u&‘, 2”) + (p’, h’) + (p”, h”) + ;(Ah, h.) - o(lhl”) 
5 u,,(x’ + h’, x” + h”) 
< cx~u(z; + hi> :c” + hi’) 
5 U&J', z") + C&(p;, hi) + CXi(pl’, h”) 
+ c~(n2u(+i, h>i) + o(Clh;12). 
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From choosing, for i arbitrary, h: = h’/Xi, hi = 0 if j # i and h” = 0, we deduce first 
that p’ = p’, and then that a; E S, N’ (because u*,(z’ + h’, z”) > u,,(z’, x”) + (p’, h’), by 
convexity). Next, setting hi = 0 for every i and h” arbitrary, we get that p” = XX&‘. 
Finally, keeping the second order terms yields, for every h E RN, the inequality 
W) (Ah> h) I &r; h, E&[&h;, hi) + 2(b;h”, hi) + (c;h”, h”)]. 
z 2 
Assuming, without loss of generality, that ~1; E S,“; (this restriction is removed by 
approximation as usual), we take 
h’i = a;‘(CX&)-‘[h’ + (CXia;lbi)h”] - a;‘bih” 
(which achieves the above infimum), compute the resulting expression and conclude that 
u’ = (cx;u,‘)-’ 
b’ = (CX;u,y(CX~u,%~) 
c’ = CA&i - b’fqlbi) + (CXib’u,~l)(CX~u;l)-l(~~~u~l~~). 
Setting CQ = a;‘, ,& = ai’& and yi = ci - bTa;‘bi = ci - aTo;‘&, the fact that 
u, is a supersolution now reads 
G(z:,~";u(sl,,2");p',p',r;ai1,cri1p;,ri +@&?J 2 o. 
Using the identities 
5’ = CA&, u**(~) = ZW,~U(X~,~‘) and p” = %I$, 
the concavity assumption on G, the above matrix inequality and the ellipticity of F, we 
finally get 
0 < CXiG(z:?z”;u(s:,2”);p’,p:‘;,.~‘,ai1p;,~.~ + P:c&) 
< G(z’> d’; u&); p’,p”; a’, b’, c’) 5 F(z, u&&p, A). 
And we conclude that uL,, is a viscosity supersolution of (1) in R. •! 
Proof of Proposition 6. - We only give a sketch of the argumentation, keeping the 
notations of the preceding proof and insisting on what must be modified. The new element 
is that we can assume, without loss of generality, that a = 0. Indeed, we see from (3 1) (with 
hi = h’), from the smoothness of u and (29), and from Lemma 1, that u,, is semiconcave. 
In view of Lemma 2, it is enough to show that F(z, u*,(x), Du**(Ic), D”u**(x)) 2 0 at 
each point of twice differentiability of u*,. But, setting A = D2u,*(z), we observe by 
convexity (see (14)) that a = 0 unless u,*(z) = u(z). 
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Assuming as before, without loss of generality, that ni > 0, we choose h;’ = 
-(b, - b)h”/o,i in (31) and obtain the inequality 
(32) c < CXi(C$ - (b, - by(r); - h)/f&); 
we used here the identity ~1. = 0. On the other hand, because of the nonnegativity of the 
matrix D ;TT /v8/a > 
for every (Y > 0, p E 6@“““, we note that 
(33) (;;I’:)qO b ). P c; - (6, - b)T(b; - b)/Ui 
The last string of inequalities in the proof of Proposition 7 is then to be modified as 
follows: 
where we used (33) and ellipticity for the second inequality and the convexity assumption 
on G together with (32) for the third. Cl 
In order to illustrate how Proposition 7 can be applied to problems arising from finance, 
we take N’ = 1, 0” = (0,T) x IS”“, 
F(t, (cd, cd’), r,y, A) = p(t, :I:“)T - (v(t, z”),p) - ;tr[o(t, :d’)(~(t, d’)TA]. 
with x” E WA”‘, p E RI+““, A E sl+N”, and where p, E R, .I, E Rl+N”, g E ~(l+““)“~~f 
are bounded and locally Holder continuous (say) in [0, T] x RlfN”, with p (resp. v and 
a) uniformly (resp. Lipschitz) continuous in x”, uniformly in t. Given $ E C(R) and 
4 E w4~1 x RI such that Iti( + SI~I)[~,~, ]d(t, x’)] < CeCIZ’I for some C > 0, it 
is somewhat classical to check that there are unique viscosity solutions II, and 1~ with 
exponential growth in IC’ (i.e. 
Ju(t,x’,x”)l + Iw(t,:c’,x”)I < Cecis’l, in [O,T] x R’+““. 
for some C > 0) of respectively 
(34) -ut + Jyt, 2, u, Du, D2u) = 0, in [O,T) x @IN”, up, x’, x”) = 7+!(d), 
(D is now the differential operator with respect to the space variable) and 
We claim that, if 111 and X’ H $(t, IC’) (for every t) are convex, then 71, and ‘u are convex 
with respect to 2’. Observe that -q + F(t, 2, r,~), A) and min[-q + F(t, CL’, r!y, A), T - $1 
satisfy trivially the assumptions of Proposition 7, so, the only justification to be given is 
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how to deal with the lack of coercivity and smoothness of the solution. For every F > 0, 
we introduce the solutions u, and w, of respectively 
--1~t - Eutt - EAU + F(t,z,u,Du,D2u) = o; u(~,z',:c") x t/,(d) + &*, 
-ut - wtt - rAv + F(t,x,u,Dv,D2v) - f(u - g5)-=O; v(T,z',2")=~(T,z') + d2, 
with ~(0, .x’, x”) = ~(0, IC’,~“) = 0. By comparison and elliptic regularity, u,, II, E 
C2((0, 7’) x IR~+~“) rl C([O, T] x W’+N”) and ~,(t, z’, x”), w,(t, z’, 2”) > -C + qx’2 for 
some C, r/ > 0 depending on E (to obtain this lower bound, construct a subsolution of the 
form (~2’~/2 - C’)e- C”(t-T)). We can now apply Proposition 7 to conclude that u, and 
v, are convex in x’. On the other hand, from uniqueness and the stability properties of 
viscosity solutions, u, and v, converge respectively to u and ‘u as F -+ 0 (uniformly on 
compact sets). This gives the convexity of u and u in x’. Another proof for (34), in case 
grT > XI, for some X > 0, and $J is smooth (say) consists in differentiating twice the 
equation with respect to x’; this is the approach of M. Roman0 and N. Touzi [19]. 
The economic interpretation of u and ‘u is the following. Consider a financial market 
where the price xt E (0, oo) of a stock at time t depends on the values of a process 
x:’ E RN” (specifically, it is assumed that (logzt! xy) solves a stochastic differential 
equation with diffusion matrix cr). xr could be the price of other asssets or a stochastic 
volatility factor and appears in the presence of market incompleteness (precise examples 
are given in N. Hofmann, E. Platen and M. Schweizer [S]); k is the riskless interest 
rate, v1 = p - C&/2, and vi, for i # 1, is the drift of x:-i under an equivalent 
martingale measure. u(t, logxt, xy) and v(t, log,,, xy) then represent the value at time C 
of respectively a european and an american option with payoff $( log x) and $( t , log x). The 
classical call option (with strike price K) corresponds to Q(x’) = $(t, x’) = (es’ - K)+. 
As it was established by M. Roman0 and N. Touzi 1191, the convexity of the option price 
with respect to the value of the underlying asset is essential for justifying the hedging of 
other derivative assets with options (i.e., for completing the market). 
Appendix 
Some matrix inequalities 
In this appendix, we prove several matrix inequalities in ST+ related to (2) that were 
used in this paper. We need essentially two well-known facts about S$‘+. If E E RNx N 
is invertible, then 
(35) A E S,N, if and only if EAET E Sy+ . 
And, any matrix A E SF+ can be written either as ci for some cry E Sy+ or as O,A,Oz 
with OAO: = I and AA, the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of A. In the sequel, 
X, p E (0, l), A, B, C, D and a refer to matrices in SF+, and F and G belong to BBNxM. 
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We first show that 
(36) A 5 B e A-’ > B-l. 
When A = I, this is an immediate consequence of (35) with E = aB’ since 
15 B w B-l = (oil)2 5 a;‘B& = I. 
For A arbitrary, we then use (35) with E = 0.4 and get 
A= CT; < B w I < c~;~Ba,’ w oAB-bA 5 I H B-l 5 (oil’)” = A-‘. 
Next we prove that (A, F) H FTA-lF is convex, by which we mean 
(37) (XF + (1 - X)G)T(XA + (1 - X)B)-l(AF + (1 - X)G) 
< XFTA-lF + (1- /i)GTB-lG. 
This was used in section 5; note also that it implies in particular the convexity of A H A-’ 
(used in section 2). When A = I and B is a diagonal matrix, for every h E R”, 
hT(XF + (1 - X)G)T(XI + (1 - X)B)-l(XF + (1 - X)G)h 
= c (Vi + (1 - X)Yi)’ 
X + (1 - X)B;; ’ 
where fi (resp. y;) is the &h component of Fh E RN (resp. Gh). But in view of the 
convexity of the function (0, cc) x I&! 3 (z, 9) H y2/z, the second term is smaller than 
XCff + (1 - x)X(ga/B,,), which is the right-hand term of (37) applied to h. When A = I 
and B is arbitrary, we get: 
(XF + (1 - X)G)T(XI + (1 - A)B)-l(XF + (1 - X)G) 
= (XOZ;F + (1 - x)O;G)‘(M + (1 - X)A&l(XO;F + (1 - X)O;G) 
5 XFTOBOZ;F + (1- A)GTOBA,‘O;G = XFTF + (1 - X)GTB-‘G. 
And, when A and B are arbitrary, we obtain: 
(XF + (1 - X)G)T(XA + (1 - X)B)-l(XF + (1 - X)G) 
= (Xa,‘F + (1 - X)a,‘G)?‘(XI + (1 - X)a,lBo,l)-l(Xa~lF + (1 - A)g;lG) 
5 iiFTaj+ilF + (1 - X)GT~,laAB-l~A~~lG 
= XFTA-lF + (1 - X)GTB-lG. 
Finally, we show that F(A) = l/(tr[aA-‘1) is nondecreasing and concave, which we 
used in section 3. The first property is an immediate consequence of (36). We also note 
from the convexity of A H A-l that 
1 1 
tr[a(pC + (1 - p)D)-l] ’ ptr[aC-l] + (1 - p)tr[aD-l]. 
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Xtr[uB-l] A B 
IL = Xtr[aB-I] + (1 - X)tr[uA-l] ’ ’ = tr[aB-l] 
and D = 
tr[uA-l] ’ 
we get 
1 = Xtr[uB-‘1 + (1 - X)tr[uA-‘1 
tr[u(XA + (1 - X)B)-l] tr[u(pC + (1 - p)D)-l] 
> Xtr[aB-l] + (1 - X)tr[aA-l] 
- ,&r[aC-l] + (1 - p)tr[uD-l] 
(Xtr[uB-I] + (1 - x)tr[uA-1])2 x 1-X 
= Xtr[uA-l](tr[uB-l])* + (1 - X)(tr[uA-1])2tr[uB-1] = tr[uA-l] + tr[aB-l] ’ 
This proves the concavity of F. 
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